Development and application of rotationally compensated RARE.
In this paper we describe a new extension to the RARE rapid imaging technique--ROTACOR--which compensates for constant sample rotational motion by rotating the direction of the gradient coordinate system (read and phase directions) between each refocusing RF pulse and therefore between each acquisition of a line of k-space in the read direction. In the laboratory frame this corresponds to an irregularly sampled k-space raster; for a sample rotating at the predefined rotation rate this will correspond to the sampling of a rectilinear k-space raster. This technique is applied to two rotating systems. First, to demonstrate the technique, a rotating mixing paddle in water is imaged using conventional RARE and then using the ROTACOR sequence, demonstrating the improvement of image quality produced by ROTACOR. Second, ROTACOR is used to image the deformation of water droplets in silicone oil, being sheared in a wide-gap Couette cell. Accurate imaging of the droplet shape as a function of shear rate, permits determination of the interfacial tension between the two fluids concerned; the results compare favourably with reported literature values.